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Integration of a Class of Transcendental Liouvillian Functions
with Error-Functions, Part I
PAUL H. KNOWLES
D'Youotlle College, 320 Porter Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14201, U.S.A.
(Received 16 May 1988)
This paper gives a decision-procedure for the symbolic integration of a certain class of
transcendental Liouvillian functions in terms of elementary functions and error-functions. An
example illustrating the use of the decision-procedure is given.
1. Introduction
In 1969, Risch (Risch, 1969) gave a decision procedure for symbolic integration which
determined if a transcendental elementary function has an elementary integral (i.e. a
function built up from the rational functions by rational operations and adjoining algebraic
elements, logarithms and exponentials), which he later extended to allow arbitrary
elementary functions in the integrand. In 1983,Cherry (Cherry, 1983; 1985)gave a decision
procedure in which the class ofintegrands was a certain subset of the set of transcendental
elementary functions and whose integral is erf-elementary, i.e. built up from the rational
functions by rational operations and adjoining algebraic elements, logarithms, error-
functions (erf(u) =Je"" du), and exponentials. Knowles (l986b) contains a briefdescrip-
tion of the decision procedure, given in this paper, and an extension thereof (to be treated
in the sequel to this paper), the details of which are given in Knowles (l986a).
This paper will give an algorithm to determine if an element of a class of transcendental
Liouvillian (i.e. a function built up from the rational functions by rational operations
and adjoining algebraic elements, antiderivatives and exponentials) functions has an
erf-elementary integral. The sequel to this paper will extend this class to allow a larger
class of integrands. The algorithm described here will be a subroutine of the algorithm
described in the sequel.
This case has been dealt with separately because it is the most complex subroutine of
the algorithm in the sequel, it contains many of the essential elements of this more general
algorithm, and it is already able to handle integrals not handled by Cherry's algorithm.
In fact the algorithm described in this paper deals with elements of fields that are not
reduced (in Cherry's sense, see below), and so Cherry's algorithm applies to none of the
integrals considered in this paper.
The algorithm described here will be used to determine the following integral, which
Cherry's algorithm cannot handle:
f e! log(log(x»-[I/Iog(x)] [1]-----,,--- dx == -2 erf .x log'(x) v'log(x)
2, Preliminary Definitions
All fields will be of characteristic zero.
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A differential field is a field F with a derivation': F ~ F such that (a + b)' = a' + b' and
(ab)' = a'b+ ab' for all a, b e F. The constant field of F, a differential subfield of F, is
{a E F: a' = O}. For instance, C(x) with the usual derivative' =d/dx is a differential field
with constant field C, where C denotes the field of complex numbers and x' =1.
A differential extension field of F is an extension field E of F with a derivation that
extends the derivation on F.
Let E be a differential extension field of F. E is a Liouvillian extension of F if there
exist 8., 82 , ••• , 8n E E such that E = F( 8., 82 , ••• , 8n ) and each 8j satisfies exactly one
of the following:
(i) 8j is algebraic over F(8., 82 " " , 8j _ . ) ;
(ii) 8; = 8,a' for some a E F( 8.. 82 , ••• ,OJ_.) (then 8j is exponential over
F(O., 82 , ••• , 8j _ . ) and 8j=exp(a) or 8j = e
Q
) ; or
(iii) 8; = a for some a E F( 0.. O2 , ••• , 8j _ . ) (then OJ is primitive over F( 8.. O2 , ••• , 8j _ . )
and 8j = Ja).
Each transcendental 8j is said to be a monomial.
For instance, E =C(x, log(x), e_x2, erf'(xj) is Liouvillian over F =C(x). Any element
of E is Liouvillian over F. In the above example, log(x) . erf (x) is Liouvillian over F.
If 8j is primitive over F( 8.. 82 , ••• , 8j _ . ) and there exists bE F( 8.. 82 , ••• , 8j _ . ) such
that 8; = b'] b, then 8j is logarithmic over F( 8.. 02> ••. , 8j _ . ) and 8j = log(b).
If E is a Liouvillian extension of F such that each primitive 8j is logarithmic over
F(8.. 82 " " , 8j _ . ) , then E is an elementary extension of f and any element of E is
elementary over F. For instance, C(x, log(x), e-x2, e" log(x)+e-~ ) is an elementary extension
of C(x).
We say that E is a regular log-explicit extension of F if each 8j is either algebraic,
logarithmic, exponential or both primitive and non-elementary over F(8.. 82 , ••• , 8j _ . ) .
This definition is equivalent to that given in Rothstein & Caviness (1979).
Let F = C(x, 8.,82 , ••• , 8n ) be a regular log-explicit extension of C(x), where C is
the constant field of F and x is transcendental over C and satisfies x' = 1. We can define
fields C(x)=Foc ... cF,=E by F;=F;-.(8j . , 8j 2 , ••• , 8j, k ) ' where for each i andj,
one of the following is true:
(i) 81j is algebraic over F;-.; or
(ii) 8ij/ 8ijE F;-t\F;-2; or
(iii) 8ij E F;-t\F;-2'
The rank of E is defined to be (m., ... , m t , 1), where mj is the transcendence degree of
F; over F;-t. Given a E E, we say that a has rank k if a E Fk\Fk- •. Note that rank(E)
depends on the choice of the 8js. For instance, C(x,.JX, log(x), eX+! IOg(X» and
C(x,.JX, log(x), e") are isomorphic fields, but have respective ranks (1, 1, 1) and (2,1).
Given two sequences tm., . . . , m .. 1) and (m: " .. , mr, 1), we say that (m" . . . , m.. 1) <
(m:, ... , mr, 1) if r<s or if r=s and (m., ... , m.. 1)«m:, ... , mr, 1) in the usual
lexicographic ordering. This is a well-ordering of tuples of non-negative integers, which
allows us to use induction on rank(F).
Let F = C(x, 8t , 82 , ••• ,8n ) be a regular log-explicit extension of C(x). F is said
to be factored if each logarithmic monomial 8j = log(a) satisfies the condition that a
is an irreducible polynomial in x, 8.,82 " •• , 8j _ . over C. It can be shown, by factorization
of logarithmic monomial arguments, that any regular log-explicit extension of
C(x) can be embedded in a factored regular log-explicit extension of C(x). For instance,
C(x, log(x2 - 1) can be embedded in C(x, log(x -1), log(x+ 1».
Let F be as above and let 8 = exp(a) be an exponential monomial of rank k: Suppose
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that there exist rj E 0 (the set of rational numbers), logarithmic monomials 0; of
J
rank k -1, and 8 E Fk - 2 such that a =I j rAJ + 8. 0 is normalized if 0 < rj < 1 for all j,
and F is normalized if each exponential monomial which can be written in this
form is normalized. It can be shown that any regular log-explicit extension of C(x) is
isomorphic to a normalized regular log-explicit extension of C(x). For instance,
C(x, log(x), exp[x+~ log(x)]) is isomorphic to C(x, log(x), exp[x-i-] log (x)]).
3. ~-Decompositions, Part 1
In this section, definitions and results given by Cherry (1983; 1985) are summarized,
which will be extended in the next section. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and
let ~ =(fl ,j;, . . . .Jm) be a sequence of distinct, irreducible elements of K[x]\K, where
x is transcendental over K. Given <l>E K(x), <I> is said to have a ~-decomposition over K
if there exist b,E K, integers aij, and n E Z+ (the set of positive integers) so that
n m
<1>= I b, Il f ja 'J •
;=1 j=1
(3.1)
Let Tc Z (the set of integers) and let g: T ~ Z": <I> has a ~-decomposition restricted by
g if (3.1) holds for some b,E K, integers aij, and n E Z+ such that for all i, 1=:; i =:;n,
(i) ail E T,
(ii) g(ail) =(ail," . , aim), and
(iii) b,¥-0 unless <I> = 0 and n = 1.
Note that if <I> has a ~-decomposition restricted by g, it can be assumed that
all < a21 < ... < ani'
Letfbe an irreducible element of K[x]\K, and let <I> be a non-zero element of K(x).
Then there exists a unique aEZ such that <I>=j' (plq) where f,p,q are pairwise
relatively prime elements of K[x]. We refer to a as the multiplicity of fin <1>.
Lemma 3.1 summarizes the results of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 of Cherry (1983).
LEMMA 3.1. Let K, x, T,~, and g be as above. Let.<I> be a non-zero element of K(x) and
suppose that (3.1) is a ~-decomposition of <I> restricted by g where all < a21 < ... < ani'
Then the following conditions hold:
(a) all is the multiplicity of fl in <I> and b, = p mod(ft)1 q mod(fl) is in K where
p, q E K[x] are relatively prime and satisfy pi q = <1>1 (lljf t 'J ) (where g determines
aij), and
(b) iffor all a E T we can calculate g(a) in a finite number ofsteps, then we can calculate
the ~-decomposition of <I> in a finite number of steps.
By the above lemma, restricted ~-decompositions can be calculated provided that they
exist. However, given <I> E K (x), this result does not tell us how to determine whether <I>
has a ~-decomposition restricted by g. In order to deal with this problem, the following
definition is needed. Let (3.1) be a ~-decomposition for <I> and for each j, let Pi be the
unique polynomial of degree less than n for which Pi(ail) = au for i =1, 2, ... , n. The
degree of this decomposition is defined to be the maximum of the degrees of the PJs. The
following' lemma is Theorem 4.2 in Cherry (1985).
LEMMA 3.2. Let K, T, x, ~, and g be as above and let d E Z+. Suppose that for any integer
a we can determine in a finite number of steps if a is in T and, if so, can calculate g( a).
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Then given <I> E K(x), we can determine in afinite number ofsteps if <I> has a };'.decomposition
restricted by g with degree less than d.
Let };. = (it ,h, . . . .Jm) be a sequence of pairwise relatively prime elements of
K[xit ... , xr] where K is as above, and x., ... ,Xr are algebraically independent over K.
The definitions of };'-decomposition, restricted };'-decomposition, and degree of a decorn-
position are similar to those given above.
In order to determine if <I> E K(xlt ... , xr)\K has a };'-decomposition restricted by g
of degree dover K, Xi is determined first such that ft involves Xi' (Given a field K and
XIt ••• , X, algebraically independent over K, we say that a E K(xlt ... , x,) involves
Xi or that Xi appears in a if a e K(XIt , Xi,"" X,), which denotes the field
K (x it ... ,Xi-It XHIt ••• ,X,),) Let };.* = (flth, , ,h) where the h,s are those Irs that
involve Xi' Now Lemma 3.1 allows us to calculate (if they exist) Bij E Kix., ... , Xi,"" Xr)
and integers aij so that
s
<I> =L BJf·} nf~'}·
i j=t
If<I> has a };'.decomposition restricted by g of degree dover K, then this equation will
be a };.*-decomposition restricted by a projection of g of degree at most dover
K(xlt ... , Xi,"" x.). We now need only to determine if, for each i, there exists Ci E K
such that
where g(ail) =(ail, ... , aim)'
4. :t-Decompositions, Part 2
In order to obtain the decision procedures given in this paper, we need the following
extensions and results about };'-decompositions. Corollary 4.1 follows directly from
Lemma 3.I(a).
COROLLARY 4.1. Let K, x, T,};., g be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose, further, that g(a) is
computable in a finite number ofsteps for a E T. Let <I> be a non-zero element of K (X) and
let k E 71.+. Suppose that <I> has a };'.decomposition restricted by g. Then one can determine,
in a finite number of steps, either
(a) the };'-decomposition if it has less than k+ 1 terms, or
(b) aij and b.for i= 1, ... , k.
PROOF. By induction on k:
LEMMA 4.2. Let K, x, T,};., g be as in Corollary 4.1. Let k E 71.+. Let <I> E K(x) be non-zero.
Let It, ... , l.: T ~ 71. be polynomials over Q ofdegree at most k, where It = idr. Suppose that
<I> has a };'.decomposition restricted by g. Suppose further that if this };'-decomposition has
more than k terms, then it is also restricted by (lit ... , lr)' Then, in a finite number ofsteps,
one can determine integers a and N such that a :::; ail :::; N for all i, using the notation in
Eq. (3.1).
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PROOF. Assume that <I> has such a ~.decomposition, say
n
<I> = L b,nf)',j ,
i=1 j
where au < a21< ... < anI' Let a =au. By Corollary 4.1, we can determine if n =s k, in
which case N = anI and the proof is complete. Suppose that n> k. It can be assumed,
without loss of generality, that ~ is a non-constant polynomial for all j (by redefining <I>
and ~, if necessary). Since the ~s are polynomials, there exists ME Z+ such that ~ is
monotonic on [M, +(0) for all j. There are two cases:
CASE 1. Some I, is decreasing on [M, +(0). Let w> M - a be a positive integer. Note
that awl ~M. We can apply Corollary 4.1 to determine if n =s w, in which case the proof
is complete. Suppose not, and let
w n
cI> = <I> - L b,ng'j = L b, nf)',j;6 O.
i=1 j i=w+1 j
Since I, is a decreasing function of ail for w + 1 =s i esn, ank = I,(anl) must equal the
multiplicity of f, in cI>. Therefore an upper bound N for anI can be obtained and the
proof is complete.
CASE 2. All the ~s are increasing on [M, +(0). Let N I > M - a be a positive integer such
that ~(a+NI»O for allj.
Suppose that anI ~ a + N I • Let
cI>= L binfja'jEK[x].
i j
Q,.C::a+N.
Then,
cI> = <I> - [ ~ b, gf)"j]
Qll<a+N.
= <I> - [ i b,gg'j]
aSQllSa+N.-J
[
a + N 1- I ]
=<1>- m~a -v:
for some em E K. We can thus bound the degree of cI> above, say by N 2 • Let N 3~M - a
be a positive integer such that
deg[gfj<a+NJl] > N 2 •
Let N = max{a + N 3 -I, a + N I -I}and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let K, g, k, ~ be as in Lemma 4.2. Let ~ = (fl' ... ,/r) be a sequence of
irreducible, relatively prime elements of K[XI, ..• ,xn ] , where XI, ••• , x, are algebraically
independent over K. Let <I> E K (XI, .•. , xn ) be non-zero. Suppose that <I> has a ~-decomposi­
tion restricted by g. Suppose further that if this ~-decomposition has more than k terms, then
it is also restricted by (/1, ... , I,). Then, in a finite number of steps, one can determine
integers a and N such that a =s ail =s N for all i, using the notation in Eq. (3.1).
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PROOF. By induction on n,
COROLLARY 4.4. Let K, g, k, ~, x" . . . ,xn , ~ be as in Corollary 4.3. Let ho, h, ... , hmE
K (x" ... , xn ) . Then, in a finite number of steps, one can determine integers a and N such
that if <1>:= ho+I:: t d;h;, d, E K, is non-zero and has a ~.decomposition restricted by g
satisfying either
(i) the ~-decomposition has at most k terms, or
(ii) the ~-decomposition has at least k+ 1 terms and is also restricted by (1" •.. , I,),
then a S ail S N for all i, using the notation in Eq. (3.1).
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.
5. Preliminary Theorems
One of the theoretical foundations for this paper is a recent generalization of Liouville's
Theorem (Singer et al., 1985). The following two lemmas are corollaries of Cherry's
(Cherry, 1983) to this theorem.
LEMMA 5.1. Let F be a Liouoillian extension of C(x), where C is the algebraically closed
field of constants of F and x is transcendental over C and a solution to the differential
equation x':= 1. Suppose that g E F has an integral in an erf-elementary extension ofF. Then
there exist Cio d, E C, Wj E F and u., Vj algebraic over F such that
, w~ ,
g= wo+I cj-+I djujvj
; Wi i
where viiVj =-(ui)' and u;, v;, u:Vi E F.
(5.1)
(We will, for the sake of convenience, adopt the terminology that the terms u:Vj in
Eq. (5.1) are "the error-functions (or error-function terms) associated with Jg".)
The following result follows from Theorem 2.3 in Cherry (1983).
LEMMA 5.2. Let F be a differential field of characteristic zero with algebraically closed
constant field C, and suppose that 0 is a transcendental exponential over F. Let g E F( 0)
and rewrite the partial fraction expansion ofg with respect to 0 over F to yield
'" m P(O)
g:=A",O +.. '+AmO +Ao+ Q(O)
where A k E F for all m S k s M and k:= 0, where P, Q E F[ 0], deg, P( 0) < deg, Q( 0) and
(0, Q(O» = 1 (where (,) denotes the greatest common divisor (GCD». Then g has an
antideriuatioe in some erf-elementary extension of F(O) iff each of the terms
A",O"', ... , AmOm, A o+ P( 0)/ Q( 0) has such an antiderivative. In this case, for every k ~ 0,
the terms u:Vj which appear in Eq. (5.1) in the integration ofAkOk can be taken to be of the
form f,Ok where /; is algebraic over F. The terms of the form U;Vj involved in the integration
of Ao+P(O)/Q(O) are algebraic over F.
(5.2)
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The following results, from Cherry (1983; 1985), will be useful in obtaining the decision
procedure in this paper:
LEMMA 5.3. Let K be afield ofcharacteristic zero and let p and q be relatively prime elements
of K[x], where x is transcendental over K. Given fE K[x] with deg(f) = n > 0, one can
determine, in a finite number ofsteps, if there exists d in K [x] with degree less than n such
thatfl(p+dq) (where Idenotes "divides"). Moreover, if it exists, d is unique and can be
calculated.
LEMMA 5.4. Let K. x, p, q be as above, and let n be a non-negative integer. Let S be the set
of all d e K[x] such that deg(d) ~ nand p + dq = r2 for some r E K[x]. If S is an infinite
set, then deg(q) ~ deg(r) ~ n.
LEMMA 5.5. Let K, x, p, q be as in Lemma 5.4 and letfE K[x]. Suppose that not both p, q
are in K. Then the set of a E K such thai
[
p ] r
2
f· -+a =-q S2
for some r; s in K[x] is finite, and can be determined.
The following result will be useful in proving the main theorem.
LEMMA 5.6. Let E =F( 0, 0*) where
(a) F is a differential field of characteristic zero,
(b) 0 is primitive over F,
(c) (0*)'/0* = cP for some cp E F, and
(d) 0,0* are algebraically independent over F.
Let g E F( 0) and suppose that there exist bE F( 0) and z E F such that
gO*= (bO*)' +ar:
Then, letting Bo be the coefficient of 0
0 in the partial fraction expansion ofb with respect to
oover F, there exists g E F such that
gO* = (BoO*)' + ze",
Moreover, g can be uniquely determined in a finite number ofsteps just from the knowledge
ofg (without the knowledge of either b or z).
PROOF. The uniqueness of b follows from the transcendence of 0* over F(O).
Expand g, b in the first equation in partial fractions with respect to 0 over F to yield
[
R L k+1 A] [(R L k, B) ]'
2:A,Oi+ 2: I =7 0*= 2:B,Oi+ 2: 2: =1 0* +zO*,
o i=1 j=1 Pi 0 i=1 j=1 Pi
where (a) Ai> B, E F, (b) Aij, By, p, E F[O] with deg(Aij) < deg(p;), deg(Bij) < deg(Pi) (for
convenience of notation, we consider deg(O) = -00 here), and (c) Pi is irreducible over
F[O].
If R =0, then A o= (BoO*)' + ze", and the proof is complete. If R > 0, then
A R = Bk+ BRCP.
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Therefore A R ¥-0 since 0* is transcendental over F. Furthermore, for the same reason,
BR is uniquely determined by this equation. We can apply Theorem Al of Singer et al.
(1985) to determine BR. Then subtract (BRORO*)' from both sides of Eq. (5.2) to obtain
a similar equation with R replaced by R -1 (and a new value for A R - I ) . This process is
repeated to determine, uniquely, BR-I> ... , BI> determining a new value for A o, which
we shall denote Ao• We then have
[
L k.+IAJ [( L k, B) J'Ao+.L .L =:; 0* = Bo+.L L::J 0* + zO*,
.=1 J=I 1'1 .=11=1 1'1
so we must then have
AoO* = (BoO*)'+ zs",
Letting g = Ao, the proof is complete.
LEMMA 5.7. Let E = F(OI> O2,,,,, On, 0*) where
(a) F is a differential field of characteristic zero,
(b) 01 is primitive over F for all i,
(c) (O*)'/O*='Pforsome'PEF, and
(d) 01> O2, ... , On, 0* are algebraically independent over F.
Let g E F(OI> O2,,,,, On) and suppose that there exist b e F(OI> O2, ... , On) and z E F such
that
gO* = (bO*)'+ zs",
Let Bn- I be the coefficient of O~ in the partial fraction expansion ofb with respect to On over
F(01)02, ... ,On-I)' Inductively define Bn_IEF(01) O2,,,,, On-;), l<i:5n-l, to be the
coefficient of O~_I+I in the partial fraction expansion of Bn_1+ 1 with respect to On-I+I over
F( 01, O2, •.. , On-I)' Finally, let B«E F be the coefficientofO~ in the partialfraction expansion
of BI with respect to 01 over F. Using this notation, there exists g E F such that
gO* = (BoO*)'+ zO*.
Moreover, g can be uniquely determined in a finite number of steps just from the knowledge
ofg (without the knowledge of either b or z).
PROOF. By induction on n.
6. Error-Function Preliminary Definitions and Results
We first give a definition of Cherry's (Cherry, 1983). Let E = C(x, 01>' .. , On) be a
transcendental elementary extension of C(x), where C is the constant field of E, of rank
(m" ... , ml, 1) and assume that E is factored.
Define 011 , 012, ... ,Or.k, as in the definition of rank. For i = 1, ... ,r, define ek=
{j: O~j= OkJa~j 3akj of rank k -I}and lk={j: Okj is logarithmic of rank k}. We say that E
is reduced if for each k = 2, ... , r the following holds:
L rkjakj + L rk-I,jOk-I.1 E Fk-2 for rkj, rk-I.j E Q
e" '''-I
implies that rkj = rk-I.j = 0 for all j.
A field that is not reduced is E = C(x, log(x), logj logtxj], e~ log(Jog(X»-[I/log(x)]) which
arises in the integration of the example in the introduction.
Cherry's result on error-function integration is given below (Cherry, 1983; 1985).
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THEOREM 6.1. Let C(x) be a differentialfield ofcharacteristic zero with algebraically closed
constant field C where x is transcendental over C and a solution to the differential equation
x' =1. Let E = C(x, 8., ... , 8n ) , n ~ 0, be a reduced transcendental elementary extension
of C(x). Given gEE, one can decide in a finite number of steps if g has an antiderivative
in an erf-elementary extension of E and, if so find it.
In order to define my field of integrands, the following definition is required: Let
E = C(x, 8..... , 8n ) be a factored, normalized, transcendental Liouvillian extension of
C(x), where C is the constant field of E and x is transcendental over C and a solution
to the differential equation x' = 1. Suppose that rank(E) = (1, mr - . , ••• , m., 1) with 8n =
e"-, Assume that there are no exponential monomials of rank r -1. Assume that there
exist logarithmic monomials en, = log( an,) of rank r -1 and s E Fr - 2 such that an =
! Len, + s. We will say that en is quasiquadratic if there exists a logarithmic monomial
e* = log(a*) of rank r-l such that
e* ae 2 + be + c
a =-+-----
n 2 e+f
where
(a) e is a logarithmic monomial of rank r-2,
(b) aE C,
(c) b, CE Fr - 3[ef , ef, ...] where ef, ef, ... are the logarithmic monomials of rank
r - 2, excludin.$ e, such that, for each i, band c are at most quadratic in ef over
Fr - 3 [ ef , ... , ef, ],
(d) [ e Fr - 3[ef , ef, ] such that for each i, band c are at most linear in ef over
* "'*Fr - 3 [ e. , ... , ei , •••],
(e) c-rbf-r af? is the square of an element in Fr - 3 [et, ef, ...]\C, and
(f) A square root of c - bf+ af" is an affine linear combination of the arguments of
those exponential monomials which have rank at most r -1 and the logarithmic
monomials of rank at most r - 2 over C.
If en is not quasiquadratic, then E is »-reduced.
The following extension of Lemma 5.1 in Cherry (1985) will be useful in section 7.
LEMMA 6.2. Let E = C(x, e.,. . . , en) be a transcendental, log-explicit, Liouvillian extension
of C(x), where C is the algebraically closed constant field of E. Assume that E is factored
and normalized and that rank(E) = (1, mr - . , ••• , m., 1) and that en = e"-, Then there exists
a finite subset 0J1 ofE, which can be determined in a finite number ofsteps, such that ifgEE
has an erf-elementary antiderivative, then the terms U;Vi which appear in Eq. (5.1) are such
that for each i, there exists TIE 0J1 such that TI(-un is a perfect square.
PROOF. Let {tk = (tki)} be a list of all n-tuples of Os and Is. For each k, let
TIk = nai"} nei"},
jE!£
where 2={j: ej=log(a) is a logarithmic monomial}, ~={j: ej=eaJ is an exponential
monomial and j;c n}, and let 0J1 = {TId. In Lemma 5.1 of Cherry (1985), it is shown that
0J1 satisfies the conclusion above.
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7. Main Theorem
By Theorem Al of Singer et al. (1985), once we know all possible error-functions that
can appear in the integral of a transcendental Liouvillian function, we can determine
their coefficients by solving a system of linear equations in the coefficients and certain
additional variables (if there is no erf-elernentary antiderivative, this system will have no
solution), which would then yield our antiderivative.
THEOREM 7.1. Let E = C(x, 0" . . . ,On) be a transcendental, log-explicit, Liouvillian
extension of C(x) where C is the algebraically closed field of constants of E and x is
transcendental over C and a solution to the differential equation x' = 1. Assume that:
(i) E is factored, normalized, and »<reduced,
(ii) rank(E) = (1, mr-I, ... , ml, 1) with On = ea n ,
(iii) there are no exponential monomials of rank r -I, and
(iv) an =!Ls On, + s, where § ={On,} is a non-empty set oflogarithmic monomials ofrank
r-l and s E Fr- 2 •
Let g E C(x, 01 , ••• , On-I)' Then one can determine, in a finite number ofsteps, all possible
error-functions associated with JgOn.
PROOF. Let E = F(On). Let Fo, .•• , F; be as in the definition of rank. Assume that gOn
has an E -erf-elementary antiderivative. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, there exist @ E F, e, E C,
and U;, v; algebraic over E such that
se, = (@On)'+L e,u;v;,
;
(7.1)
where vU V; = -(u;)' and u;, v;, u;v; E E. By Theorem 3.1 of Rothstein & Caviness (1979),
-u;=s+/3;
where
2rij E 7L., V; E C, .P={j: OJ = log(aj ) E Fr - 2 is a logarithmic monomial}, and g' ={j: OJ =eal
is an exponential monomial andj;e n}. Note that -u; E Fr - 2 • By Lemma 6.2, there exists,
for each i, II; and R; in F such that
where
II;[s+ /3;] = R;
II;=0 aj'lO oj'},
~ g
(7.2)
(7.3)
such that each lij is either 0 or 1 (and thus II; is squarefree).
Since u;V; = (2u7(u;v;»/(uD', U,V;EE. We claim that (u,V;)/OnEFr_2. To see this, note
that
[
u.vi ]
2_ 2[O~ ai"l .O'i!' OJ"I]-c·U·
en • , 0; an,
for some c, E C, and thus [(Ujv;)/ onf E Fr-2. Since (u;v;)/ On E E and E is transcendental
over Fr- 2, we must have (u,v;)/ On E Fr-2. Hence (u;v;)/ On = [(Ujv;)/ On][(u;)'/2u7] E Fr- 2 •
Note that rank(u;) = r-2 (since, by Eq. (7.3), an, must be a factor of the numerator or
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the denominator of uD. We will now show that we can assume that g, ~ E Fr - 2 • By Lemma
5.7, since a~, (u;Vj)/OnEFr-2, we can (uniquely) determine gEFr-2 such that, for an
appropriate @i E Fr - 2
gOn == (@ion)' +L ejU;Vj.
j
If we obtain g = @i = 0, there are no error-functions associated with JgOn, and the proof
is complete. Assume that this is not the case. We can therefore assume, without loss of
generality, that g, ~ E Fr - 2 •
We will now show that for a fixed II" there exist only finitely many values of u., which
can be determined, such that
(i) -u;= s+f3j for some f3j of the form given following equation (7.1),
(ii) II,( -uD is a perfect square, and
(iii) u, can occur in Eq. (7.1).
Such a value of u, determines Vj and thus a possible error-function term appearing in
JgOn. This is referred to as an error-function associated with II,.
The remainder of the proof is broken into the following cases:
Case 1: rank(s) < r-2.
Case 2: rank(s) = r-2. This case is divided into subcases:
Case 2.1: r=2
Case 2.2: r> 2 and s involves a non-logarithmic monomial of rank r-2
Case 2.3: r> 2 and all monomials of rank r-2 appearing in s are logarithmic. Let 0
be such a monomial and write s == p(0)/ q( 0). We then define q* == q/ (II" q), and let
II:=II,/(II"q). We now deal with the following subcases:
Case 2.3.1. II: has rank r-2.
Case 2.3.2. II: has rank at most r - 3. This is the most complex case to be considered.
We will first attack this case when deg, q > 1 or deg, p > 2. When deg, q =s; 1 and deg, p =s; 2,
we subdivide further into:
Case 2.3.2(i): deg, q =0, and
Case 2.3.2.(ii): deg, q == 1. This latter case is broken into several sub cases.
CASE 1. Suppose that rank(s) < r- 2. Then rank f3i == r - 2 for all i. Since -u; is a linear
polynomial in the logarithmic monomials of rank r - 2 over Fr - 3 , we can proceed as
follows to determine all possible error-function terms, and be done. For each II, which
involves a logarithmic monomial, say 0, of rank r - 2, we can determine if there exists a
necessarily unique r" E Q such that
1I,[s+r*o+ ~ r!JOj+~riJaj+Vi]==R;
0)"0
or
so
(7.4)
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where A, B do not involve fJ. We therefore have a system of linear equations in r*, rij, Vi
over Fr - 2 • The following result can be used to determine r", Given a system of at least
two linear equations in m + 1 variables XI, ••• , Xm+t over a field K, one can find a second
system of linear equations in Xl' ••• ' X m over K such that Xl, ••• , Xm E K satisfy the
second system iff there exists Xm+1 E K such that XI' ••• , Xm, Xm+t satisfy the first system.
To prove this, solve any equation in which Xm + 1 has a non-zero coefficient for Xm+ 1 and
substitute that value into the remaining equations. If there is no such equation, the original
system satisfies this condition. If 2r* E 71. and there exist (uniquely determined) rij E 0 and
Vi E C such that the above equation holds with 2rij E 71., then we have determined the only
possible error-function term associated with TI" The proof in the case that rank(s) < r - 2
is now complete.
CASE 2. Assume that rank(s) = r-2. We consider three possible subcases:
CASE 2.1. Suppose r = 2. Then s E C(x) and f3i= Vi so we can apply Lemma 5.5 to
determine the (finitely many) possible choices for f3j, and be done.
CASE 2.2. Assume that rank(s) = r - 2 > 0 and s involves an exponential or non-
logarithmic primitive monomial fJ of rank r - 2. Since f3i does not involve fJ, we can apply
Lemma 5.5 to Eq. (7.2) to find all possible values of f3iand hence all possible error-function
terms associated with TI, for each t, and the theorem is complete.
CASE 2.3. Assume that rank(s) > r - 2 and the monomials fJf, fJ! , ••• that appear in s of
rank r - 2 are logarithmic.
Fix a particular TIj • Let fJ = Or = fJ;" satisfy the conditions that (a) fJ appears in sand
(b) fJ has maximal degree among all such monomials which appear in the denominator
of s, considering s to be a ratio of relatively prime polynomials in fJf, fJ! , ..• over Fr - 3 ,
and let F= D(fJ). We can therefore rewrite Eq. (7.2) as
TI [
P( fJ ) *] 2
I' q(fJ)+r,fJ+f3i =R i
or
where
TI,[p( fJ) + (rjfJ+ f3t)q( fJ)]
q(fJ)
R~,
(i) f3r = L rijfJj +L ripj + Vi E D,
:i\{io} 'l:
(ii) 2ri E 71.,
(iii) p( fJ), q( fJ) E Fr - 3[ fJf , fJ! , •••] are relatively prime, and
(iv) q is monic if the leading coefficient of the denominator of s, as a polynomial in
fJ, lies in Fr - 3 •
Let q* = qI (TI" q), and let TI~ = TI,l (TI" q) (where the GeD is that of Fr - 3[ fJf , fJ! , •••J).
We will now break case 2.3 into two subcases:
CASE 2.3.1. Suppose that rank(TI1) = r-2.
We then have
TInp(O) + (ri fJ + f3t)q(fJ)]
q*(fJ)
(7.5)
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Note that (nr, q*) = 1 as polynomials in 8, so the numerator of the left-hand side of
Eq. (7.5) must be a perfect square. Suppose that deg8(nn> 1. Since nr is squarefree,
nr must divide p( 8) + (T18 + pnq(8), as polynomials in 8. By Lemma 5.3, there is at most
one value for the expression Ti8 + 131 such that this occurs, which we can determine. This
implies that there is at most one error-function associated with Il,
Suppose that deg8(nn = 1. Then there exist A, BED such that nr =A8 + B, and thus,
as polynomials in 8, A8 + B must divide
p(8)+(TI8+ pnq(8) -[(T;/A)(A8+ B)]q(8) =p(8)+ [131- Ti~]q(8).
Applying Lemma 5.3 to this last expression, T* = p r - TiBIA is uniquely determined.
Applying Lemma 5.4 to Eq . (7.5) and letting
_( )_p(8)+T*q(8)
p 8 - A8+B '
there are a finite number of possible choices for Ti unless
[
TI ] [PC 8) + (Ti8+pnq( 8)]
deg8q(8)=deg8 A q(8)+p(8) =deg8 A8+B =0,
which implies that deg, p(8) = 1. If deg, q( 8);c 0 or deg, p( 8);c 1, we can determine the
possible values of Ti' and then for each possible value of TI the uniquely determined value
for 131, and hence the possible error-functions associated with Il,
Suppose that deg, q(8) =0 and deg, p(8) = 1. Let s =c8+ d and let Il, = A8 + IB, here
A, IB, c, d E D. Then Eq. (7.4) becomes
(A8+1B)[(c+ Ti)8+ (d + pn] =Ri
and thus
IB
d +131=- (c+Ti)'
A
Since A(c+TI) is a perfect square as a rational function in x, 8..... ,0,... , 8n - 1 over C,
we can apply Lemma 5.5 to determine all possible values of TI (and their corresponding
p1s) associated with Il, unless C E C, and hence all possible error-function terms associated
with Il, Suppose that c E C. If T, is uniquely determined, it can be determined from the
second equation. Suppose that there are at least two values of TI such that the above
equations hold. Then
-Ui=(C+T,)(8+:) .
By Eq. (7.3), (a) there is exactly one logarithmic monomial of degree T -1 that appears
in s, and
(b)
A8+1B
an,= -( - -) =a8+bA,S
where the GCD is that of x, 81 , ••• , 8n - 1 over C (with the coefficient of 8 in (A,IB) chosen
so that the second equation listed holds), and a E C, b e C[x, 81 , ••• , 0, ... , 8n -d. We
thus have, from Eq. (7.3), that
[Ui
Vi]2 rr- Il 2r Il 82r
- =\.:. a·'}' J I}
8n !£ J 'if
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for some cr E C, and thus
u:Vj= ~[ (8+(lBjA»' Jn a~'j· n 8~/J
8n . Ja'(8+(lBjA»:£ J 'e J
where ~E C.
Expanding g and @ in Eq. (7.1), where e,E C, in partial fractions with respect to 8
over D and comparing coefficients, we obtain an equation of the form
(7.6)
Since f37 = r* + r/(lBj A), Eq. (7.6) is a restricted ~-decomposition of degree one, with
~={aj:jE2}u{8j:jE g'}. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, we can determine ejE C and rijEQ such
that Eq. (7.6) holds, which determine the error-functions associated with Jse., and the
case is complete.
CASE 2.3.2. We have now found all possible error-functions save those associated with
those values of II, for which lIt E F'-3' We are thus assuming that (a) rank(s) =r-2,
(b) the only monomials of rank r - 2 appearing in s are logarithmic, and (c) lIt E F'-3
for some t.
Choose II, such that lIt E F'-3' Then, by Eq. (7.5),
p(8)+[rj8+ f3nq(8) = f2
for some fE 15(8). By Lemma 5.4, there are a finite number of choices for rj and f37,
and thus finitely many possible error-functions, in which case the theorem is complete,
unless deg, q( 8):5: 1 and deg, p(8):5:2. Assume that deg, q( 8):5: 1 and that deg, p(8):5:2.
CASE 2.3.2(i). Suppose that deg, q =O. Then s E F,-3[ 8r , 8f, ...J and, by assumption,
q = 1 so II, = lIt E F'-3' Let 8* be any monomial of rank r - 2 which appears in an-I'
Since II, (s + f3j) must be a perfect square in F, -u~ = s + f3j must be a perfect square in
D(8*), which contradicts Eq. (7.3). Thus we have found all possible error-functions in
this case, and the theorem is complete.
CASE 2.3.2(ii). Assume that s e F,-3[ 8r , 8f, ...], and write
a8 2+b8+c
s=
e8+!
where
(1' ) b ! F [* * A]a, ,C, e, E ,-3 8 1 , 82 , ••• ,8, ... ,
(ii) a8 2 + b8 + C and e8 +! are relatively prime as polynomials in 8,
(iii) e,e 0, and
(iv) e =1 if the leading coefficient of 8 in the denominator of s lies in F'-3'
From Eq. (7.4),
[( a8
2
+ b8 + C) *J 2II, e8+! +rj8+f3/ =R j
or
(7.7)
II,[a82+ b8+ C+ (ri8 + (37)(e8 +f)]
e8+!
R~
I
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or
TI [(~+ .)8+(£+f3'!'- af ) +C-f « b/ e) - (af / e2»]= R~
I r. • 2 8+f •.e e e e
We must, therefore, have deg, TI, = 1 so let TI,= A8 + B, where A, BeD. Since A(a/ e + rJ
is a perfect square in D, we can apply Lemma 5.5 to determine all possible values of
r. e Q (and, as above, all associated values of f3rl, and thus all remaining possible
error-functions associated with TI" satisfying the above equation, unless a/ e e C. Assume
that a/e e C. Then A must be a perfect square in D, so A e F,-J' By Eq . (7.7),
(A8+B)/(e8+f)eD so we can rewrite Eq . (7.7) as
A[a82+ b8 + c+ (rj8 + f31)(e8 +f)] R 2
1 (7.8)e
or
Since A is a perfect square, we can assume, without loss of generality, that A =1. If
e e F'-3' then e must divide b+ rJ as polynomials in another monomial of rank r - 2,
and hence there is at most one value of r, by Lemma 5.3. We then determine the finitely
many possible values for f3 1, using Lemma 5.5 and have then determined the remaining
possible error-function terms associated with TI" Assume that e e F'-J' and hence that
e= 1 and a e C.
We thus are assuming (a) a + r,~ 0, (b) A = e = 1, and (c) a e C.
We therefore have
a82+ b8 + c c bif+ arj2
s= a8+b-af+ - f
8+f 8+
and hence
2 (a + r,)(8+f)2+[b+ rJ+ f3 1 -2(a + r,)f](8+f)+(c- bf+ af2)
-UI= 8+f .
Then c - bf+ af? must be a perfect square in D. Let c in D be a square root of c - bf+ af",
By Eq. (7.8), the numerator of this fraction is a perfect square in F and thus
2 [~(8+f)+c]2
-U =
1 8+f
Then from Eq . (7.3),
[
U.Vi] 2=[~(8+f)+C]2
« 8+f
n9' ai'" .nY: 0;'"
It. an ,
We can thus find all error-function terms not of the form given in the last equation. For
each such error-function term, we then have
U;VI=! [~(8+f)'+2c' c(8+f)'] na", . n8',}
8n 2 8 + f (8 +f)2 !£ J \! J'
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We can thus rewrite Eq. (7.1) as
_" , -b' b' " [JCi+i;(8+f)'+2C' C(8+/~']nar.I}.n8r.,}g s: e,u,v,- + an+t.. e, /
IsJ( ,8+ (8+f)!£ J Z' J
where the previously determined error-function terms are listed on the left-hand side of
the equation. Let 0 =g - L;sJ( e,u:vj' Evaluating a~, defining ii = a8' + b' - aI', and multi-
plying both sides of the above equation by (8 +rv yields
0(8+f)2= 1B'(8+f)2+lBii(8+f)2+1B[C'+!(8+ f)'](8+f) -lBc(8+f)'
+L ej[(~a+rl(8+f)'+2c')(8+ f)-c(8+ f)'] Ilaj'" Il8j".
, !£ Z'
If we expand both sides of this equation in partial fractions with respect to 8+/ over D,
we can compare like terms, using Theorem Al of Singer et al. (1985) to determine B. We
then have an equation of the following form, where Ao, Al are affine linear combinations
of the ejS, i:5.N, over'D,
A o+AI(8+f)
= L e,[(~a+r,(e+f)'+2C')(8+f)-c(8+/)']naj'}·n8j'}. (7.9)
DJ( !£ Z'
We must then have
-c(8+f)'
L e.a'!Ilaj'} . Il 8j'}
j>J( I· Z'
(7.10)
where 1* ={j E 2: 8j :F 8}, and 8 =log(a). Note that (a) the earlier choice of one of the
square roots for cdoes not affect the existence of rijE Q and e, E C satisfying this equation,
and (b) rijEZ for all i,j. We thus have a ~-decomposition for A o/[-c(8+f)'] where
~={a}u{aj}jEI.u{8j}jEZ" From the formula for -u7 given following Eq. (7.8),
±2J(a+r;)(c-b/+ap)= b-2a/-rJ+f37.
We claim that given r, that rij is uniquely determined for all j in Eq. (7.10). Suppose
that this is not the case and let f3t, f3f correspond to r. in Eq. (7.10), with f3t - f3f e c.
We then have
f3t - f3f =4Ja + r,c,
which implies that there exist rjEQ and VEe such that
2~a+r,c=L rjaj+L rA+v,
Z' I·
which contradicts the assumption that E is *-reduced since we would then have
Jc-b/+a/2=L Cpj+L cA+ v,
Z' I"
where Cj, vEe and at least one Cj is non-zero. Hence r, determines rij uniquely. Thus the
~-decomposition is restricted. If Ao is identically zero, we must therefore have e,=0 for
all i and hence we have already found all possible error-functions, and are done with
the theorem. Assume that this is not the case.
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We can determine all possible values for (r,V+lJ rX+2) in (7.10) by a degree argument.
We then determine for each such pair if there exist e., i = 1, ... , .N+2, in C such that
-c(8+f)'
X+2
L e,a" najl} •Il 8j'J
i=X+I I' l!'
where rX+lJ r.l(+2, respectively, determine rX+I,j, and r.V+2.j uniquely for all j. If so, we
have determined the .N+2 possible error-function terms, and are done. Assume that this
is not the case, Let rt , r! , rt be distinct riS in (7.10), and let f3t .et.e:be the correspond-
ing values of f3f, Then
(r! - rf)(f3t - f3!) + (r! - rt)(f3! - f3t)
=2C[(r! - rt)(Ja + rt+Ja + r!)+(r! - rt)(Ja + r!+Ja+ rt)]
and hence either cE C or both sides of the equation are identically zero. If we write
.f3t-f3!=Lr1}aj+ L r1}8j+vlJ
l!' I'\{io}
and
we must therefore have
Hence either there are at most two terms in the ~.decomposition or else the ~.decomposi­
tion is restricted by a linear function so the latter must be true. For each tuple (r,V+I, r.l(+2)
determined above, we proceed as follows: linear functions P« are determined such that
the ~-decompositionis also restricted by (PI, P2, ... ) where P, =idz . We can thus apply
Corollary 4.4 to determine integers a, N such that a:S; ri:s; N. For each value of rio we
determine the unique f3f corresponding to it, and therefore additional error-functions
that may appear in Jg8n • The theorem is then complete.
8. Example
The example in this section is of an elementary integrand which Cherry's algorithm
(Cherry, 1985) cannot handle.
EXAMPLE 8.1. Find
f
e!log(log(x»-[I/log(x)]
X log'(x)
Let E = C(x, 8,,82 , ( 3), where 8 = 8, = log(x) has rank 1, 82 = 10g(Iog(x» has rank 2, and
8
3
=e!log(log(x»-[t/log(x)]
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has rank 3. Then g = I/(x log2(x» = 1/(xOD in this example. Note that E is a *-reduced
elementary extension of C(x). There are four choices for IIj in this case, namely
IIj =x'· log"(x) =x"O:'
with each I j = 0 or 1. Since
II{-IOgl(X) + r, log(x)+ Vj] =xt.o:{ - ~I + 'jOI + vj ]
must be a perfect square for some 'jE 0 and VjE C, we must have 11=0 and 12 = 1 (since
x, 01 are algebraically independent). In Eq. (7.9), we have A o= I/x since g02= I/x. We
therefore need to write
or, equivalently,
I/x
i[log(x)]'
-i=L e;Xr, logrll(x)
j
-i=L ejXr'O~1I
j
where e=-I, and where 'j, 'IiE 0, which we can do by letting el =-i and '1 = 'Ii=O.
This yields
2 1
-U'=--+V'
I 0
1
J
for some ViE C. Since 0l[-un must be a perfect square, we must have Vj= 0 and thus
UI =1/../8",.. Hence the only possible error-function term is u~VI= -03/(2xOi). In the
decision procedure, we must then determine if there exist b e C(x, 01) and el E C such that
g03=- 032= (b83)' + eI032xOl
which yields b = 0 and e l = -2. We therefore have
f e~ log(log(x»-[Ijlog(xl] [I]-----;;---- dx =-2 erf .x log2(x) ~log(x)
9. Conclusion
In this paper, an algorithm was given to determine if a certain kind of transcendental
Liouvillian function has an erf-elementary integrand. Although the form of the integrand
given in Theorem 7.1 is of a very special form, we will see in the sequel to this paper
that the algorithm can be extended to allow a much larger class of transcendental
Liouvillian integrands for error-function integration.
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